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          			                              Last transaction of imported bank statement does not import into NZ QuickBooks
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Error 522 when adding a Bank account to BankData through Yodlee
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              ABA File (Online Banking) - Duplicate Entries From Previously Created File
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              ABA file being rejected by the Bank
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Bank Amount incorrect in a Payroll YTD Adjustment
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QBQIF2OFX - Run-time error 5 when importing QIF manually
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Reckon Accounts Desktop: Bank rejects the ABA File saying it is out of balance
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Reckon Accounts Desktop: Cannot Create or Replace ABA pages when opening the Online Banking Centre in Reckon Accounts
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Having two online Bank Accounts with the same Account numbers
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Adding a bank statement reference for a pay paid by online banking in Reckon Accounts Business.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QIF file from St George Bank does not import
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Accounts Business / QuickBooks hangs when click Reconcile Now
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Error: You can only deposit to Bank or other current asset type accounts
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Recovering lost downloaded BankData transactions on Accounts Business
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              How can I find a cleared transaction that was changed or deleted since I last reconciled?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              ABA file being rejected by bank
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Why are invoices and their items appearing in the bank account?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              This application has failed to start because stlport_r50.dll was not found.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Strange files and folders appear on my desktop after I import QIF file into QuickBooks.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Reckon Accounts has detected that the APCA number is missing. You need to enter a number before generating an ABA File.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Unable to download Credit Card transactions through BankData into Reckon Accounts
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Why is my ABA file being rejected from ANZ after being exported from Reckon Accounts Business/Hosted
          			                            

          			                          
          			                      

          			                          
          			                        
          			                          Reckon Accounts - GovConnect (including BAS) Issues
          			                        

          			                      
          			                      
          			                    
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Creating a BAS for a period more than 2 years ago
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Cannot log onto GovConnect - The keystore you selected is invalid
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Uploading BAS to ATO’s ECI portal fails
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              After configuring the BAS zeros still appear.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Why don't my BAS and Tax Reports match?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Error Obtaining Security Token during List Request in GovConnect
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Handling Layby payments in Australian BAS and Business Tax Returns
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              BAS window doesn’t fit on the screen
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Duplicate GST's on partial payments in BAS
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              PAYGI information (5A field) from BAS Lodgement form does not appear in GovConnect
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              BAS Lodging causes error on style sheet - 'The parameter is incorrect'
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              My BAS settings are missing after I restore a backup?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              BAS and Tax Reports do not match after paying a Bill using the Write Cheque facility.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              BAS form format is unknown. This file will not be saved or exported
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Error: The parameter is incorrect- When lodging the BAS electronically
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              T4 Require a Reason code for variation when submitting BAS through GovConnect
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Internet connection failure when logging into GovConnect.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Error: "BAS form format is unknown. The file will not be saved or exported"  when saving the Instalment Activity Statement
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              “Invalid Company Information error” in Govconnect STP when submitting pays from Reckon Accounts.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Area Code field is blank in Reckon GovConnect
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              After Upgrading QuickBooks the BAS doesn't bring up any figures
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              BAS/IAS fields 8A, 8B & 9 show incorrect amounts
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Why do 1A and G1 in the BAS not agree with my tax reports?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              BAS W2 figures are incorrect
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Calculation Sheet BAS
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              There is a connection failure message when lodging BAS through GovConnect
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Have not received confirmation that BAS was processed through GovConnect
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              BAS is blank the first time I use it.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Asked to Refresh BAS in Reckon Govconnect to update, when lodging BAS through GovConnect.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              The system (GovConnect) has encountered an Unexpected Error - Error Code is A511.04
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              GovConnect crashes with an unexpected error
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Exception message when making a List Request in GovConnect
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              How do I switch my BAS to Cash or Accrual?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              BAS is still incorrect after confirming Tax Reports are correct
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              The BAS report does not always include transactions on the 29th February.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Including Pays information in BAS when not using the Accounts Business Payroll function.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              IE has modified this page to help prevent cross-site scripting when uploading BAS
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Drop down menu in BAS are not wide enough, items are being cut of and are hard to read
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              1B field on BAS reporting incorrectly
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              BAS Lodgement form is blank after upgrading
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              My G11 and 1B fields on the BAS differs from the Tax Summary Figures.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Payee Record Count must be equal to the number of children (PAYEVNTEMP) - STP Submission Error
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Incorrect amount reported at BAS W1
          			                            

          			                          
          			                      

          			                          
          			                        
          			                          Reckon Accounts - Accountant's Copy/Changes Issues
          			                        

          			                      
          			                      
          			                    
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Import Failed: A problem was encountered when trying to import your Acct Copy
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Error: These changes do not match the current company and cannot be imported when attempting to import Accountant's changes in Reckon Accounts
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Value of Cheque changes when tax code changed in Accountant’s Copy
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Reckon Accounts Desktop: We are unable to display the Accountant's changes error
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              In ADT, how do I get rid of the existing mapping(from previous clients)?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Error - the specified record does not exist in the list – when importing an Accountant’s Copy
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              No message that importing Accountant’s Changes has failed
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Cannot convert Accountant’s Copy (QBX) to an Accountant’s Working File (QBA)
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Deposit memo details entered in Accountant’s Copy does not get imported into the company file
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Company File is corrupted when importing Accountant’s Changes
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              'The given object ID "" in the field "list id" is invalid' when importing Accountant's Changes for a Bill in Reckon Accounts
          			                            

          			                          
          			                      

          			                          
          			                        
          			                          Reckon Accounts - Multi-Currency Issues
          			                        

          			                      
          			                      
          			                    
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Account has the wrong currency, it had transactions in US currency, now it is AU. This is in a Multi-currency file.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Display home currency option
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Audit Company File Wizard - audit checks when a foreign currency a/r account exists
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Update to Item Price from a foreign currency denominated Bill does not recognize the foreign currency
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              MultiCurrency Progressive Invoice
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Understanding Net Worth Reports in a Multi-currency Reckon Accounts file
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              No Currency Assigned to Accounts Created in an Accountants Copy
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Why is the item price incorrect when I change to a different currency customer?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Group Item price shows incorrectly on a Customer Statement in a Multi-currency file.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Foreign Currency Bill resets to Paid and is zero
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Customer currency does not match your currency
          			                            

          			                          
          			                      

          			                          
          			                        
          			                          Reckon Accounts - Import, Export, Upload, or Conversion Issues
          			                        

          			                      
          			                      
          			                    
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Importing the IIF file in Reckon Accounts Business, changes the Inch “ symbol to Feet ‘ symbol.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Bank Account BSB and Number must not be empty error when uploading to a SuperStream Clearing House
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Export to Excel option is greyed out
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Date format changes after exporting to Excel
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Special Leave taken is not exported to Reckon Accounts
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              MYOB Converter fails when trying to import data from exported data files.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Cannot upload a customized SuperLink Export Report to the SuperLink website
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              My data file loses integrity after importing a QIF file in multi-user mode
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              When exporting forms the logo isnt exported.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              No transactions received for this account during online activity – dd-mm-yyyy when importing a bank
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Accounts Business crashes when mapping data for import.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Users with Full Access cannot export Address Lists in QuickBooks Enterprise
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Importing an IIF file fails with error: “missing required TAXABLE field”
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              When export my Employee List, I get several C=10000 messages
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              The help menu is not working in my MYOB converter tool, I need to Export MYOB data
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Imported remittance advice shows incorrect wording (Tax as VAT)
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Customer details missing after exporting from payroll.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QuickBooks Crashes when importing my QuickBooks Timer file.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Export to Excel does not work
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Customer Job address details are erased in QuickBooks after Payroll import
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Error 3163 - The field is too small..., importing from Pro-Timer
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              The transaction is not in balance when using an item recently imported through an IIF file.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Phone Number Field must be a number message when uploading Super Data Export to NAB SuperPay
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Reckon Accounts Hosted: Cannot export to IIF
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Date format in exported excel spreadsheet is incorrect
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Adjust Payroll Liabilities message appears when importing an IIF file.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Can I import Reckon Timer activities into a different Reckon Accounts File?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Error: The taxable setting in tax code NCG (or GST) has been changed. This can not be imported.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Reckon Accounts: File has more columns than required error when uploading Super Export file to NAB SuperPay
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              "The transaction is not in balance..." when importing a Payroll Premier Export File where Reimbursab
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Importing an IIF file - Error on line xx The date is in the wrong format, the correct format is MM/DD/YY
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Weekly Hours is set to zero when importing Employee IIF in Reckon Accounts
          			                            

          			                          
          			                      

          			                          
          			                        
          			                          Reckon Accounts - Memorised Items (Transactions, Reports, etc) Issues
          			                        

          			                      
          			                      
          			                    
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Unrecoverable Error when attempting to view the memorised transaction list.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Memorise a cheque without a number.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Unrecoverable error when trying to open the Memorised transaction list.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                      

          			                          
          			                        
          			                          Reckon Accounts - Template Issues
          			                        

          			                      
          			                      
          			                    
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Invoice template is printing with unrecognized font or jumbled up characters
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Template selection not retained
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QuickBooks Letter Templates are not updated when applying QuickBooks 2008/09 SP2 (R8)
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Quantity, Rate and Item column on customised Statement Template.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Fields do not align on the Invoice Template
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Remittance Advice emails or prints in default template and not customised template used
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Reckon Accounts: VAT wordings appear in imported invoice templates.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              All Templates corrupt
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Why can't I add my ABN to my Statement Template.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                      

          			                          
          			                        
          			                          Reckon Accounts - Items and Inventory Issues
          			                        

          			                      
          			                      
          			                    
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              How can I change the cost price of items?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Average cost, inventory asset account value, or COGS incorrect (or zero)
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Reimbursed amount (price) for service items under time/costs.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Tracking trade-in cars as inventory
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Out of Balance warning when adjusting a previous Adjust QTY/Value on hand transaction
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Changes to COGS and average cost when selling inventory items not in stock
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Inventory on Hand on Item List does not match Adjust Quantity/Value on Hand form
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Inventory levels are wrong after processing a refund from a supplier
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Percentage discount item cause a problem if the form is set to include tax.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Ref No does not update when Inventory Adjustment form opened
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Setting up Bin Locations for Inventory Items
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Inventory Adjustment Form Ref No does not change
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              I can't edit or enter a barcode to an already existing item.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Reckon Accounts Inventory Tracking in separate warehouses or stock rooms
          			                            

          			                          
          			                      

          			                          
          			                        
          			                          Reckon Accounts - General Journal Issues
          			                        

          			                      
          			                      
          			                    
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              General Journal Transactions Require An Account On Each Line With An Amount.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Recording a Journal Entry
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Transaction Journal shows an account entry assigned to a Customer:Job
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Out of Balance error when changing the Tax Amount on a General Journal
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              "Transaction Split lines to accounts payable must include a supplier on that split line" when entering a general journal
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              The No Tax Code Filter doesn't filter Gen Journals correctly
          			                            

          			                          
          			                      

          			                          
          			                        
          			                          Reckon Accounts - Verify and Rebuild (QBWIN.LOG) Issues
          			                        

          			                      
          			                      
          			                    
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QBwin.log Error: Verify Name Balance failed. Name = Australian Taxation Office
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QBwin.log level_error_connection _connectionstring and _dbconnpool
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QBWin.log Error: "GetDecryptedCreditCardNumber Failed"
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QBwin.log error:
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QBWIN.LOG Error: Verify Target: Values in minor do not match major
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QBWin.log error:  LVL_ERROR--Returning NULL QBWinInstance Handle
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QBwin.log error:  QBAdminGroup.abmc_current_users: Run time SQL error -- %1
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              QBWin.log error: Verify item history Target quantity on order mismatch error
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Error: "QBW32 caused an IPF in module qbwin32.dl." -OR- "QBW32 caused an IPF in module unknown."
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              "Call to get service manager handle failed. (main2.c)" and "OAstdMethodRet (80042101)" in qbwin.log
          			                            

          			                          
          			                      

          			                          
          			                        
          			                          Reckon Accounts - Tax Invoice Issues
          			                        

          			                      
          			                      
          			                    
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Incorrect rounding on invoices when entering in certain quantities and amounts.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Error when converting a Sales Order to an Invoice:  This item was created from a Sales Order.  You m
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Removing the Australian Tax Total field from invoices
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              “To be emailed” box on the Invoice form is not ticked automatically.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Invoice Tax Total is not 10% of Net Total
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Invoice that contains a Reimbursable Group shows the total Reimbursable Expense incorrectly
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Due Date appears beside my invoices on the statement?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              How do I fix payments applied to the wrong invoices?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Defaulting invoices to amounts include tax
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Customer ABN number doesn't appear in the progressive tax invoice.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              The string Copy of: Quicken Service Invoice in the file FulName is too long.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Employees name on the invoice when using time/costs.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Invoice's total amount out by a few cents when applying negative amounts to an invoice
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Terms and Rep fields do not populate correctly when creating an invoice for a customer job.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Other charge item percentage calculation is wrong if the invoice is inclusive of GST.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Out of Balance error when saving an Invoice
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Zero amounts appearing on invoices in the amount column.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Strange characters appear next to the total amount on invoices, eg, a 'J' instead of a '$'
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Why is my subtotal item displaying an incorrect amount on my invoice?
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Reimbursing time as one item on an invoice
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              WC no longer displays breakdown in summary section
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Invoices due at the end of next month.
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Negative amounts on Invoices causes the Trial Balance to be out on a Cash & Gross basis
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              The option for "Amts Inc Tax" does not stay ticked/unticked
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Open Invoice does not appear on Statement to Customer when All open transactions as of Statement Dat
          			                            

          			                          
          			                          
          			                            
          			                              Reckon Accounts Invoices To Be Sent Does Not Have Current/Updated Details
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Question
I have just installed Reckon Accounts Business 2016 R2 (incorporating the  2016/17 tax tables) but I cannot Save as PDF or email.
Answer
Re-assign the Amyuni V5 PDF converter to the RA2016 printer port.
 
The Issue.
On an installation of Reckon Accounts Business 2016 R2 or R2.1 the new PDF converter (v5) does not install properly and the v4 converter is installed and used.
Installation of Reckon Accounts Business 2016 R1 does install properly and is not affected by the application of the 2016/17 Tax Table Update. 
Reckon apologies for the inconvenience this causes. 
The PDF converter can be activated manually.
 
Workaround
1.    Go to Control Panel > Devices & Printers.  Confirm that you can see both the Reckon Accounts V4 and V5 PDF Converters
2.    Right-click the Reckon Accounts V4 PDF Converter and select Remove device.
Do not delete this printer if you are also using an older version of Reckon Accounts Business as well.  You will need to reassign it – see KB5338.
3.    Right-click the Reckon Accounts V5 PDF Converter > Printer properties > Ports
4.    Tick the box RA2016Port and click on Apply and then OK. 
You should now be able to Print to PDF and send an email.
 



          

Need more help?
Ask the Reckon Community at: https://community.reckon.com/categories/reckonaccounts
Or Log a Support Ticket: https://www.reckon.com/au/support/
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